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“Although Ireland is making considerable progress in developing a culture of genuine equality, 
recognition and acceptance of gay men and women, there is still an undercurrent of both bias and 
hostility which young gay people must ﬁnd deeply hurtful and inhibiting. For them, homosexuality 
is a discovery, not a decision and for many it is a discovery which is made against a backdrop where, 
within their immediate circle of family and friends as well as the wider society, they have long 
encountered anti-gay attitudes which will do little to help them deal openly and healthily with their 
own sexuality… There are things we need to do and to be vigilant about as a community that cares 
about its citizens and especially its vulnerable young. Among the things we could do as individuals, as 
families and as community that would impact signiﬁcantly on our suicide statistics and indeed our 
overall mental health are… we could and should decommission attitudes that encourage bullying of 
all sorts and in particular attitudes that are deeply hurtful to those who are homosexual”  
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LGBT awareness and disclosure
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MINORITY STRESS
“I’m sure people knew I was gay you know, I did walk up through [rural village] and people would be 
calling faggot and stuﬀ like that. It did kill me a lot hearing you know the words and stuﬀ and I was 
afraid as well, I felt very alone inside …” (Gay, Male, 24).








“[Telling] one of my close friends … even though it was stressful doing it, it was still brilliant like. 
Nearly getting the words out were nearly, do you know what I mean, it was just a relief and because 
that worked well for me, that’s when I would have discussed it then with other close friends” 
(Lesbian, Female, 32).
“… I think I was 18, and I told my best friend I was gay and I was coming out of the pub and I was 
walking up the street and he tripped me up and I fell on my back and I saw him, you know, standing 
?????17 ??????????????????
up and I suppose really, it happened very quickly but it was very frightening. He started kicking me, 
you know, on the ground and he broke my nose and my jaw and I got my skull fractured and I was 
kind of crying out for help and ‘please stop’. And I ended up in hospital and this kind of happened at 
the stage when, you know, when you’re keeping something inside and all the anger builds up. And I 
told someone I was gay, my best friend at the time, and just the way he reacted I thought you know, 
like I have to go away so I went to London” (Gay, Male, 24).
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“So I told them both I was gay and my father straight away stood up and went over to me, pulled me 
oﬀ my seat, gave me hug and said, do you know what, that doesn’t matter one bit, and he was great, 
and my mother was like, em, they still love me, d’you know, it doesn’t matter” (Lesbian, Female, 31).
“Basically what they said was that they wouldn’t be happy but they wouldn’t kick me out of the 
house type thing over it. But that doesn’t seem to me very accepting of it. Oh we’ll tolerate you but 
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“There was a sense of tolerance of my sexual orientation in [my] job, but no sense that my 
relationship with my partner of eleven years deserved parity of esteem with my two bosses’ 
heterosexual marriages. My partner was referred to repeatedly as my “friend”, despite my repeated 
correction of the term. This was not bullying per se, but it was blatant inequality. I don’t know 
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“It’s[depression] an issue for lots of people. People I work with that aren’t gay are suﬀering from 
depression but I think it’s made even more diﬃcult if you’re gay because I think your sexuality is part 
of your make-up. To struggle with that is like struggling without a kidney. I think your sexuality is a 
very important part of your life and if you’re not comfortable with it you can struggle with it all your 
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“There was a lot going on and I was confused and in a lot of turmoil. You’ve all the hormonal urges 
a lot of teenagers have with no way of articulating them or expressing them. That’s very destructive. 
And you know the distress carried on into my early twenties. And to be honest, for a couple of years, 
about 23, 24, a lot of it was just being masked by alcohol abuse. So a lot of people though it was just 
student high jinx whereas I was blotting out how I actually felt. That was not a pleasant time, you 
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“I know personally that it [self-harm] was to do with my sexuality because there were times when, 
you know when I came out, I’d been out maybe a year and I still had a problem with it even though 
no one else had a problem with it. So I hurt myself through myself. Then there was the whole 
problem of internalised homophobia. I’d beat myself up over issues” (Gay, Male, 21).
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“I said … that my self-harming and suicide attempt were very strongly related to being gay and this 
was true when I was 21. But it was not being gay that made me do this to myself and that made me 
feel suicidal. It was all the bullying, the name-calling, the negative ideas about being gay that I was 
full of from growing up in a homophobic society, and the fact that I had never heard one person say 
in all my childhood and adolescence that being gay was okay or even good. Without any basic level 
of nurturance, encouragement or support around being a gay kid how else could I have turned out?” 
(Gay, Male, 35, Survey Participant).
LGBT PEOPLE AND SERVICES
“She [counsellor] put my nineteen years into one sentence. Oh my god, this stranger, this woman is 
able to look at my life … it makes you look at bits of yourself that you didn’t want to. She said to me, 
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“The last doctor, well my current doctor, didn’t really understand what I was trying to say and I was 
trying to be discrete about it, not because I felt ashamed … And in the end I had to, you know, just 
say it very clearly, ‘Look my partner is female, you don’t seem to be picking up on that. I’m you know, 
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“… what I did ﬁrst was I went to the GP and I asked him, I told him the way I was and what I was 
feeling and all that, and he said ‘Right well I will try and make appointments for you to see people’. 
He wrote to I think a guy in [psychiatric hospital] and he said, ‘No I can’t take anymore patients, I am 
fully booked’. And he was the only one in the country, so like I was screwed there straight oﬀ. There 








“I am happy to conclude by saying that I am now a very content, conﬁdent, well-adjusted gay man, 
fully out and very happy to be gay. I have grown and thrived with the love and support of my friends 
and two of my sisters … being gay was never my problem but how people reacted to me being gay 





Friends as a source of resilience
“The more we got talking, the more it just made me feel good. It was just so much better to speak 
and interact with somebody who basically had the exact same experience as me. I mean they came 
out, they felt really bad, then they met lots of open gay people and they were, ‘You know something, 
it’s not so bad’. It doesn’t have to be dreadful; it can be a perfectly happy, rewarding life. And it was 
through, you know, speaking to her and other people in the GLB [student society] it just made me 
happier about myself like, it was nice to have similar-minded friends” (Lesbian, Female, 25).
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Family as a supportive environment
“My Dad goes, ‘Oh he’s my son’. And at that point I realised that Dad did not have a problem like, he 
could say it to other people that he had no problem with that aspect of it. It meant quite a lot to me like, 
that he didn’t care. He said it straight away, he didn’t have to think about it or anything” (Gay, Male, 17).
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LGBT community as a source of resilience
“I went to [LGBT support group] and I did actually meet a couple of women who were married. One 
woman that is married, still married and identiﬁes as gay and another woman had left her husband 










School and the work place as supportive environments
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‘BECOMING’ RESILIENT
“It was really a stage of my life in my early twenties and I came through the other side. I am so 
glad I didn’t do anything foolish. It was totally 100% to do with me not accepting my sexuality 
and thinking I was some sort of freak. I think meeting other LGB people my age really helped me 
and I think for that to happen people need to be able to be open about themselves. I think a lot has 
changed even since I started college and it is increasingly better for young LGB people to come out 
earlier and start to develop relationships, sexual and otherwise” (Gay, Male, 28, Survey Participant).
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CHAPTER 1  LGBT MENTAL HEALTH IN CONTEXT
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Prejudice, discrimination and victimisation
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Relationship between suicidality and sexuality
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CHAPTER 2  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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3. LGBT and suicide research in Ireland: 
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Table 3.5: Sexual orientation of transgender respondents: survey sample
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CHAPTER 4  MINORITY STRESS

















Coming out is probably one of the most extreme and diﬃcult things you can do. Before you come 
out you have to deal with it all yourself and it took me six years to. And I couldn’t be myself for those 
six years and it is, again, it’s called in the closet because you are in the closet. No one can see you; 
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When I came out it wasn’t, I didn’t get any hardship from people, but actually realising, it was kind of 
hard. Even though I always knew that there was something diﬀerent about me, and after I had the 
relationship with the girl I pretty much knew that I like women, but once the full realisation of that 
kind of dawned on me it was very daunting… (Lesbian, Female, 20). 
… my family were asking me, ‘What’s wrong? You have a good life and a good marriage and why 
have you left?’ I was struggling to come to terms with being gay myself never mind telling anybody 
(Gay, Male, 46). 
You know people have, they think they know who I am, do you know what I mean? And for me to go 
and change that now, I think it would … that’s the diﬃculty for me (Lesbian, Female, 32). 
I still had to deal with it in my head that, even though I had never dreamt of wedding dresses and 
getting married and having children and all the rest of it, just that I would be an outsider in society. 
At the same time it was very exciting to me. Incredibly exciting (Lesbian, Female, 54).
???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
Coming out to friends
?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
[Telling] one of my close friends … even though it was stressful doing it, it was still brilliant like. Nearly 
getting the words out were nearly, do you know what I mean, it was just a relief and because that 





… I think I was 18, and I told my best friend I was gay and I was coming out of the pub and I was 
walking up the street and he tripped me up and I fell on my back and I saw him, you know, standing 
?????60??????????4  ???????????????
up and I suppose really, it happened very quickly but it was very frightening. He started kicking me, you 
know, on the ground and he broke my nose and my jaw and I got my skull fractured and I was kind of 
crying out for help and ‘please stop’. And I ended up in hospital and this kind of happened at the stage 
when, you know, when you’re keeping something inside and all the anger builds up. And I told someone 
I was gay, my best friend at the time, and just the way he reacted I thought you know, like I have to go 
away so I went to London (Gay, Male, 24).






So I told them both I was gay and my father straight away stood up and went over to me, pulled me 
oﬀ my seat, gave me hug and said, ‘Do you know what, that doesn’t matter one bit’, and he was great, 
and my mother was like, em, they still love me, d’you know, it doesn’t matter (Lesbian, Female, 31).
Basically what they said was that they wouldn’t be happy but they wouldn’t kick me out of the 
house type thing over it. But that doesn’t seem to me very accepting of it. ‘Oh we’ll tolerate you but 




It was great, it was a relief to tell them, but again it’s never mentioned in the house since, and I knew 
that would be the case, you know I mean once I said it, it would never be mentioned again, so you 
know. But they know, that’s all that matters (Lesbian, Female, 39).
He [father] didn’t actually speak to me for a week. They didn’t actually broach the subject and it was 
just left (Lesbian, Female, 51).
????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
… my mother doesn’t get my body yet and she was, she was very shocked at ﬁrst, then she tried to 
convince herself that it was just a phase and then she was trying to tell me like that there are some 
women who are feeling masculine but they are ﬁne with it and I’m, even again when I told her I 
maybe going on to, like actually going through the hormone therapy, she was like, ‘If you’re doing 
that then you’re not living here anymore’ (Female-to-Male Trans, 20).
When I told my Mum she said that she’s sure that I can’t be bi-sexual because bi-sexual people don’t 
exist (Bisexual, Female, 18).
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
‘No, you can’t be gay, it’s too hard a lifestyle to live in, just be straight, it’s a lot easier, you’re just 
going through a phase’. I said, ‘Listen, this phase is after lasting for 3 or 4 years at this stage’… I says 
like, ‘There’s something not quite right’, and he was like, ‘Oh god no, it’s too hard to live with, you 
can’t go doing it’ (Gay, Male, 18).
They were going to be worried because it’s not an ideal situation; I’m a minority or whatever 




My mam did say to me that she was afraid that I was going to catch something or that she was 
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It can be very stressful, because you have to go out everyday and try and walk along the street, you 
have to put up with other people. You have to put up with the looks and the comments, all that sort 
of thing … (Male-to-Female Trans, Heterosexual, 37).
I’m sure people knew I was gay you know, I did walk up through [rural village] and people would be 
calling faggot and stuﬀ like that. It did kill me a lot hearing you know the words and stuﬀ and I was 
afraid as well, I felt very alone inside and the drink was my best friend (Gay, male, 24).
RESPONDENT: Like, on the street, like, if I’m walking down the road with my boyfriend and we kiss or 
something, there’s always someone who’ll be like laughing or shouting or something.
INTERVIEWER: And typically, what would they shout?
RESPONDENT: Queers, or faggots, or they’d just laugh out loud or something (Gay, male, 16). 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
... obviously he put his hand for my boobs because there’s nothing there and this is the last memory 
I have and I woke up in the hospital again. And my cheek bone had been fractured in four places. I’d 
been left for dead basically …. I woke up and I was lying on a hospital bed … I was all swollen and I 
cried and I think my mom came over and came to the ward and she had to be taken out of the ward 
because she broke down. Basically I must have looked like the Elephant man or something; my face 
was that fucking destroyed … and then I had plastic surgery on my face. I got a plate there and three 
plates there. My cheek bone had to be reconstructed basically … I was terriﬁed to tell the story of 
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Table 4.3: Perceived school belonging: survey sample 
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I was never identiﬁed as being gay and had a group of friends that I hung around with and 
was respected within, I felt extremely isolated in school due to my own awareness of my sexual 
orientation and a negative attitude toward/about homosexuality amongst my peers and teachers. 
There was very much a general attitude of intolerance and poor example setting from those in 
authority. I used to miss school frequently due to my feelings of isolation and eventually changed 
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… Although the majority of teachers in my school would be extremely LGBT friendly, because my 
school is a [religious school], the principal and all the older teachers all tend to be [religious], they 
discourage promotion of LGBT events etc. I’m fairly certain that I am the only LGBT person in my 
school, and I am not out in school because I do not want to cause hassle with the older teachers 
because I do love my school. I remember one of my friends brought in one of the [LGBT] leaﬂets that 
were out last year, we put it up in the classroom, we were told to take it down as she [my teacher] 





In relation to school events, we were banned from taking someone of the same sex to the debs, and 
a group attempted to run a LGBT sexual health class one year but couldn’t get around the “Catholic 
ethos” of the school … A gay male friend of mine in a similar boys’ school was unaware that STIs could 
be transmitted by oral sex. Schools don’t do enough as they don’t want to seem controversial to 
parents … I lost a close friend to suicide earlier this year as he couldn’t face coming out and the jeering 
he was getting for being suspected of being gay. Yet the school he was in did NOTHING in the way of 
policy afterwards so it could potentially and probably will be repeated. I was also sent to a counsellor 
in the hope it would “talk me out of being bisexual” and got a warning that if I dated girls in college or 
had gay friends my parents will not pay for my education (Bisexual, Female, 18, Survey Participant). 
LGBT issues and the formal curriculum
????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
????????????? ??? ????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
LGBT is NEVER mentioned in the RSE programmes in school and was NEVER addressed in [teacher] 
training college. I have serious issues with this. Children know about LGBT from TV, friends, relatives 
etc., yet primary schools ignore our existence. I was brought up to believe that I would live a ‘normal’ 
life, fall in love with a member of the opposite sex, marry and have children. Surely it should be 
presented in schools that this is not always going to be the case. Surely in our eﬀorts to prepare 
children for life and society we need to address LGBT (Gay, Male, 23, Survey Participant).
???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
There was little or no sex education and particularly no reference to homosexuality. One science 
teacher used an experiment with magnets to point out that homosexuals were unnatural - 
‘opposites attract, like repels like’. When I was 12, I asked a sex [education] teacher (anonymously) who 
visited my primary school at what age one knows one is gay (as I was becoming very much aware of 
my sexual attraction to males) and she advised that one does not know one is gay until one reaches 
the age of 17. I felt like a sexual deviant after this response and I didn’t attempt to communicate my 




4???????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????67 ?????????4  ???????????????
I think I have answered the [survey] questions honestly but they seem more positive answers than 
would accurately reﬂect the reality of the years in secondary school, where my sexual identity was 
hidden even from myself because I did not have a language to describe my experience. It may even 
be that the lack of language and openness also protected me from direct discrimination in school as 
it was not something talked about. However the lack of knowledge and understanding did cause me 
a lot of wasted time and diﬃculties in the years after leaving school and I was lucky that this did not 
cause me too much suﬀering or pain (Gay, Male, 39, Survey Participant).
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????
INTERVIEWER: In the school, was there evidence of homophobic bullying or?
RESPONDENT: Homophobic bullying in the sense of what a lot of teenage boys do to kind of knock 
each other down by using gay jokes, gay humour, you know, that kind of thing. You knew the 
attitudes that underlay the joking. And you knew damn well where it could lead if you disclosed 






???????????????? ??????? ??? ???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
There was a fella that started in our school when we were in 6th year … and I think he was bullied, 
and he was very eﬀeminate and he was kind of small … and a kind of a real outsider … I was told to 
look after him and mind him ... and I felt as if it was a kind of a joke, let the gay lads mind the gay 
lads … and it was put to me in a kind of bullying way by the teachers, like – the year head at the time 
(Gay, Male, 26).
?????68 ?????????4  ???????????????
Well, they [primary teachers] were giving out to them for doing it, but … they didn’t really get 
anything bad [as punishment]. And, when I got beaten up in the school yard, they didn’t send me 
home or anything, they just kept me in school for the rest of the day, they didn’t ring my mam or 



















???????????????????????????? ????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
I left school because of the hurt and suﬀering I got in school, and the teachers didn’t care, as I think 
it was a case of ‘well they call him gay and he probably is gay, so why should we step in, cos they are 
not saying anything wrong’ attitude towards gay people ... even though I wasn’t out at school. I was 
forced to leave at my Junior Cert, due to the abuse I got when leaving the exam room etc., jumped 




The stress of the Leaving and all that kind of stuﬀ? Grand. But then the stress of actually being 
in school because I was kind of bullied a bit in school. I didn’t have interest in the hassle of it … If 
anything it’s getting worse … they are just going to stereotype. They’re all pretty much scumbags. If 
you’re not scum, or into that kind of thing, then you’re slagged for being diﬀerent. Then coming out 
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
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Discrimination in the workplace
???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ???????????
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?????70 ?????????4  ???????????????
??????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????????????????
? ???? ???????????
? ?? ?? ?? ?
??????????????????????? ??????????????? ??? ???? ?? ???
????????????????????????? ?????????????? ?? ??? ?? ???
???????????????????????? ?????????????? ??? ???? ?? ???
??????? ????????????????????????????? ?? ??? ?? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
The university where I work does not have a positive attitude towards LGBT people. For all the 
‘equality’ and ‘diversity’ legislation and workplace policies in existence, few practical steps are ever 
taken to deal with bullying. It is more likely that the complainant will be pressurised to leave the 





My partner was very ill last year and had to be rushed to hospital on several occasions. On two 
such occasions I asked to leave work early (on the 2nd occasion 10 mins early, she has a severe form 
of asthma and minutes matter). I was not allowed to do so. I was asked if her ‘family’ could not 
go instead. There was a sense of tolerance of my sexual orientation in that job, but no sense that 
my relationship with my partner of eleven years deserved parity of esteem with my two bosses’ 
heterosexual marriages. My partner was referred to repeatedly as my ‘friend’, despite my repeated 
correction of the term. This was not bullying per se, but it was blatant inequality. I don’t know 
precisely how it can be addressed (Female, Lesbian, 35, Survey Participant).










?????71 ?????????4  ???????????????
As someone who has worked in Education and was bullied out of my part time teaching post due to 
anonymous letters to the Principal that I was gay, it is a disgrace that [the Employment Equality Act] 
still allows discrimination in the teaching workplace to occur with the ethos opt out of the legislation 
that still is in place. Mental ill health for lesbians and gays can be caused by the perception that 
society thinks it’s OK to discriminate against gay people. Thanks to my friends and my own 
resourcefulness at the time I changed careers. It could have aﬀected me very badly if I had not been 










I used to ring in sick … at the time when I was just starting to come out I wasn’t lasting in jobs 
because I kind of didn’t, trying to ﬁnd myself you know, where I was going. Even though my social 
life was great, like I had a great partner. When it came to work, I was still a bit, I wasn’t sure what I 





Previously when I worked for [workplace name], I was with them for 25 years and one of the reasons 
I decided to change jobs, well one was for the promotion and the other was that again I was fed 
up of pussyfooting around with people and not saying that I was with my partner. There were 
children involved and because of the whole PC thing … some people didn’t see it as being a normal 
lifestyle … The new job, I’m there two years and I sat down today at lunchtime and I was able to talk 
about Primetime last night and gay marriage and actually get support from the people I work with 
(Lesbian, Female, 47).
??????? ??? ??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
??????? ?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????
I would consider it [coming out] deﬁnitely, but at this present moment in time it would be too 
much added stress, I feel for me to come out when I don’t necessarily need to … if I did, how will I 
put it, come out, it would be the focal point of who I was, whereas now, I’m me for diﬀerent reasons 
(Lesbian, Female, 32).
People know I’m lesbian most of the time. But I kind of feel like I’ll get less ﬂak if I don’t say it than if 
I say it. Because if they’re not 100% sure, then they can’t 100% discriminate … I obviously wouldn’t 
intentionally choose to live in fear if I didn’t think there was some grounds for it. It’s not a fear that I 
feel all the time but it’s something that is there all the time that I’m aware of it (Lesbian, Female, 54).
?????72 ?????????4  ???????????????
??????????
I believe ignorant attitudes toward homosexuality and sexuality generally need to be tackled head 
on in our education system to avoid causing unnecessary harm to young people through ignorance 
and intolerance (Gay, Male, 26, Survey Participant). 
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CHAPTER 5  MENTAL HEALTH RISKS
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ????????????????? ?????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????????????????????????
I hate using the word depressed but I was really down for about two years over just diﬀerent things. 
The underlying issue was I was gay and stuﬀ and I didn’t happen to know it (Gay, Male, 20).
I started getting very anxious and depressed but I could never identify or speak to anyone about it 
because to be gay was like [pause], it’s harsh coming out and it was a huge thing for me (Gay, Male, 21).
It’s [depression] an issue for lots of people. People I work with that aren’t gay are suﬀering from 
depression but I think it’s made even more diﬃcult if you’re gay because I think your sexuality is part 
of your make-up. To struggle with that is like struggling without a kidney. I think your sexuality is a 
very important part of your life and if you’re not comfortable with it you can struggle with it all your 









???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????
?????????????? ?????????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
?????76??????????5  ??????? ???????????
??????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ?? ????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
I felt that I was inadequate, worthless, I didn’t think I had a place in the world. I felt like I was an alien 






… it was kind of like I had to come out because I was very, very depressed at the time and, you know, I 
had years of knots in my stomach and I hadn’t discussed it with anyone and I couldn’t even come to 
terms with it myself … I mean I never slept any night during my teenage years … I spent four or ﬁve 
years in that state (Gay, Male, 43).
???????????? ??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
??????????????????????
I think those years [school] were not very good, you know. There was a lot going on and I was 
confused and in a lot of turmoil. All the hormonal urges a lot of teenagers have and no way of 
articulating them or expressing them. That’s very destructive. And you know the distress carried on 
into my early twenties. And to be honest, for a couple of years, about 23, 24, a lot of it was just being 
masked by alcohol abuse … That was not a pleasant time, you know (Gay, Male, 40).
???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
RESPONDENT: I just felt very low and like my life isn’t going to be good, like, and almost like as in not 
suicidal but like very, very, low.
INTERVIEWER: Was this after you came out?
RESPONDENT: Yeah. Just like a realisation that like [pause], ‘cause I never thought about actually 
being gay, I just had thoughts in my head, you know, of liking men but I never actually thought about 
what it was going to be like. And after I came out then it kind of hit me like and I just felt very low 
about what my life was going to be. How I’d never get married or anything like that.
INTERVIEWER: Can you tell me some more about what that felt like?
RESPONDENT: It’s kind of like, sometimes I felt like I couldn’t breathe. It was like, just feeling very 
pressured, or just distressed really. Like, nothing would make me feel better, like there was nothing I 
could do. I didn’t care about anything really (Gay, Male, 16).
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????????????????????????? ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????




?????77??????????5  ??????? ???????????
I was having problems with some of my friends there just for diﬀerent reasons and it just got really 
shit and crap and I still didn’t really like myself. That was it really … I was so focussed on everyone 
else’s opinion of me (Gay, Male, 20). 
????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
It got to a very extreme stage where there was almost no feeling at all, whatever was going on in my 
life I wasn’t reacting to it at all. I was just utterly detached from what was going on (Gay, Male, 28).
????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
INTERVIEWER: Can I just ask if you have any experience of feeling down?
RESPONDENT: Try living in [rural area]! [laughs]. I would, yeah. And being gay would be a lot of it 
and the other part is the weather [laughs] and living in the countryside on my own and not being 
able to get out … I think it’s the isolation. It’s just because there’s no community around here, you 
know? (Lesbian, Female, 39).
?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
I was feeling very isolated and felt that [my sexual orientation] kind of had to be hidden (Gay, Male, 21).
At the end of ﬁfth year I said, ‘That’s it I need to leave, I cannot take it anymore’. I felt so alone and so 
isolated on my own (Bisexual, Female, 20).





??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ? ?? ?????????????
Perceived ‘outsider’ status
??????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????





Feeling an emotional outsider, the butt of jokes and being as sensitive as I was, too sensitive for my 





?????78??????????5  ??????? ???????????
Well society tells you that being gay is wrong and that it’s a sin and everything. When there’s people 
around you telling you that, it makes you feel more down … In the local community and stuﬀ you 
grow up being told and hearing it from other people’s that it’s wrong (Gay, Male, 21).
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????????? ??????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????????????
I have felt very unsafe most of my life. If I was just to walk around with a label ‘lesbian’ on me, I 
would be judged harshly in this society so I don’t … and even though I never dreamt of wedding 
dresses and getting married and having children, just that feeling that I was an outsider in society 
(Lesbian, Female, 54).




That baby thing was really niggling me … I wasn’t getting the support whereas had I had a 
heterosexual relationship it would have been just normal to go and get pregnant (Lesbian, Female, 50).




??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ? ???????????















There was a huge sense of self-denial within myself … I was deluding myself to a certain extent that 
it was just a phase, it would pass. I started to get anxious and depressed (Gay, Male, 21).
??????????? ??? ???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
?? ????????????????????????????????????
I then started getting like, feeling very isolated then, and felt that this [sexual orientation] had to be 
kind of hidden, I had to hide, like you know, and there was a huge sense of self-denial within myself … I 
had no guidance. I had this huge thing, I didn’t understand it, I didn’t know how to express myself. I was 
just a complete and utter total mess (Gay, Male, 21).
?????79??????????5  ??????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????????????????
?????? ????????????????????????????????????????
You have to put up with looks and comments. You know at this stage I’m not pushed … I’m used to 
people looking (Male-to-Female Trans, Heterosexual, 37).
?????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
I hate the way I look. I hate everything about myself really (Male-to-Female Trans, Lesbian, 30).
[one day when attending psychiatric service] … I sort of said, ‘I hate being a queer’. And I do, I think 
deep down I never wanted to be and think that was half the problem and the whole thing. Like the 
way we were in those days, particularly in school, and I’m not blame gaming, but like just part of the 
reality of our lives, the obsession of the Brothers with the fact that this [homosexuality] was evil and 
the worst possible thing in the world. And my father kind of believed in the death penalty for queers 











??????????????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????
I’d be walking up through [local town] and people would call me faggot and stuﬀ. It did kill me a lot 
hearing those words (Gay, Male, 24).
When I was nineteen and badly beaten up I would have been down (Male-to-Female Trans, 
Heterosexual, 27).
I was very, very emotionally unstable both a mixture from the drugs and the fact that I was 
consistently getting abuse (Gay, Male, 21).













?????80??????????5  ??????? ???????????
After the break up of the last relationship, I just saw a big black hole appearing again. I just thought, 
‘No’ (Lesbian, Female, 39).
In my teens I was very depressed, it was because of the break up with the girl I had been going out 
with, so mentally I was very fragile (Lesbian, Female, 25).
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
The whole thing at home, my Mum and Dad constantly ﬁghting (Bisexual, Female, 20).
I don’t know how, I just got really down … my parents separated … her relationship with my Dad kind 
of broke down, she doesn’t like him very much. They still live together, which is, as you can imagine, 





?? ?????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ????? ???
?????????????????? ???????????????????
INTERVIEWER: How would you describe your mood, say in the past month?
RESPONDENT: Unhappy. Unhappy. I have been unhappy for quite a while now, probably a couple 
of years. I get times where I can be happier and I’m able to go about my life. But then there’s time 
where I just [pause] … I might be coming in the gate and I’d get to the front door and I’d just burst 
out crying … 
INTERVIEWER: And is there anything that you’d describe as good or makes you happy?
RESPONDENT: No, ‘cause I’ve struggled for the past couple of years, especially with the HIV and 
feeling so unwell at times and wondering where my life was going … I’m unhappy about all aspects 
of my life. And I don’t have a lot of friends. I’m probably very much a loner (Gay, Male, 46).
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Well it starts oﬀ with pints and then go to vodkas and they go to double vodkas and a couple of shots 
in there too. So normally I spend, if I’m going out with my mates, on a good night I’ll easily spend 
eighty euro on drink, if not more. And I’ll remind you, I’m not working. So it’s kind of, ‘Dad, I need 
money’. So you skip the dinner part and just use the money for drink which isn’t a good idea either. I 
know I’m doing stuﬀ wrong, I just can’t stop myself (Lesbian, Female, 17).
?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????
????????????????????????????????
I know myself if I’m really mad at myself and I go drinking I drink a load and just get sick and the next 
day I don’t feel good about myself. If I was in a really bad mood and I was going out with a group of 
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????82??????????5  ??????? ???????????
friends I’d be relaxed drinking. I wouldn’t be angry. I wouldn’t get drunk to drown my sorrows, just to 
relax and take a break from it I guess (Gay, Male, 20).
??????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????
???????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
I used to go drinking when I told people I was out and that. It was just basically, I was drunk and 
when you know there’s something going on in your head, you’re just kind of all over the shop and 
you’re needy and you’re really kind of like drunk and falling on the ﬂoor and having ﬁghts with 
people over nothing. It just wasn’t nice (Gay, Male, 20).
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????????????????????
?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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It was a very diﬃcult time. Like I never knew, I thought I was the only person who was ever attracted 
to men, it might sound silly but because I never, I never heard it. Like I would hear the words faggot, 
queer and stuﬀ like that but I never actually thought, you know, like I thought I was the only person 
and when I was about 14 years of age I was drinking at that stage (Gay, Male, 24).
????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
??????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
I went to [name of city] for a year and all I was wanting was drink to kind of, I don’t know, suppress 
feelings or something like that … I was kind of saying, ‘What am I doing?’ or ‘Am I doing right?’. Like I 
didn’t tell anyone where I was, you know none of my family or anything like that. I just wanted to go, 
just kind of run away from myself (Gay, Male, 24).
???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ???????????????
????????????
There was a lot going on and I was confused and in a lot of turmoil. You’ve all the hormonal urges a 
lot of teenagers have with no way of articulating them or expressing them. That’s very destructive. 
And you know the distress carried on into my early twenties. And to be honest, for a couple of years, 
about 23, 24, a lot of it was just being masked by alcohol abuse. So a lot of people though it was just 
student high jinx whereas I was blotting out how I actually felt. That was not a pleasant time, you 
know (Gay, Male, 40).
?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
I would say I drank excessively to be able to cope with going into straight environments, pretending 
to be something I wasn’t. That for me was very hard and I suppose with misuse of alcohol you’re able 
to cope, it takes the edge oﬀ. I suppose most weekends I probably would have drank too much. But 
again like that, it dulls the senses and just gets you through what ordinarily would have been a very 
diﬃcult time (Lesbian, Female, 47).
It was not a nice scenario. I went into a phase when the stress was not good. I drank too much at 
times. And God I didn’t have the money to be doing that but hell, Wednesday and Saturday nights I 
used to go and get wasted. To be honest it helped me to cope (Gay, Male, 40).
??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????
???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????84??????????5  ??????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
I was actually very depressed in college as well. I don’t know, I think the amount of alcohol that I was 
kind of drinking as well at the time kind of didn’t do me any favours, but it was a combination. When 
I came out it wasn’t, I didn’t get any hardship from people but actually realising it was kind of hard … 
once the full realisation of it kind of dawned on me it was very daunting, and I did get very depressed 
‘cause I thought to myself, you know, there’s so many miserable aspects to this, you know, I mean 
you can get people hating you from everywhere and discrimination and all that kind of crap. So it 
was more like the weight of all these dreadful things that could happen just kind of hit me (Lesbian, 
Female, 25).
?????? ??? ?????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
????? ???????????????????????????
Anger and depression and so on … I’d say I had it all my life but I disguised it with alcohol but I don’t 
drink anymore so that makes things, well it makes things harder in one way but it makes things easier 
too … I suppose I regret my own inability to deal with my sexuality when I was younger. I regret it very 
much now that I’m out … And I think deep down that I never wanted to be [gay] and I think that was 
half the problem and the whole thing … I masked it with drinking, I medicated myself with drink. It’s 
very hard to separate out [alcohol and depression] so it’s like which came ﬁrst, the chicken or the egg, 
you know? (Gay, Male, 62).
?????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????????
I don’t think kids know what self-harm means when they’re young but then I did it when I was that 
young [age 11] and I don’t understand when I heard about it. I don’t know how I got into it. But then it 
started oﬀ grand, it would have been once in a blue moon that I did it then. As I got older it just got more 
and more frequent and it just got worse (Lesbian, Female, 17).
It [cutting] was every couple of weeks at the start and then it became every few days and then in the 
really intense period it was every day (Lesbian, Female, 20).
?????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
So I don’t know how it started but I started cutting in maybe November of 4th Year. Just kind of 
gave myself minimum grazing type thing. It got worse then. At the time I was still depressed about 
the fact that I was gay, I just didn’t want to think about it. There were stresses at school that were 
getting to me … The cutting kept getting worse and I couldn’t stop cutting. So the Leaving Cert was 
coming up and pressure and all that. It was just getting worse and bad and shitty and all that and I 
didn’t really know what was going on in my head. I felt crappy and depressed the whole time … I’d go 
to class and go home and I’d cut and I’d do my homework and that was kind of my routine for three 
or four months in the middle of Leaving Cert (Gay, Male, 20).




Then it came to the stage where I was kind of looking for any excuse just to cut. It was my only relief 
(Gay, Male, 20).
The problem was that the release, it was addictive (Gay, Male, 17).
But other times it’s like I’d kind of think I’d want to do it [self-harm]. Then it would be in my head the 
whole day. Then I’d be like, I really want to do it. Then it’s like, I’m not going to do it. It’s like you have 
two people ﬁghting in your head, ‘I want to do it, no I’m not going to’. It just gets more and more, 





I cut my arms before as a stress relief you know that kind of way … I always hid them [cuts, scars], you 
know, and I was kind of scared for myself, hiding the fact that I was harming myself (Gay, Male, 21).
It was mainly my arms, pent up energy so I cut there. Then when it was say summertime or whatever 
I wouldn’t be able to cut my arms because people would see it and stuﬀ and I’d use my legs (Gay, 
Male, 20).
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ???? ?????? ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ???? ??? ??????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????????????????? ??
?????89??????????5  ??????? ???????????
It was fairly negative. He [GP] wasn’t really understanding. He was kind of talking about his own son. 
He was trying to understand but he just wasn’t. I was sitting there and it was just not a comfortable 
feeling … Then he talked about the whole thing that if his son was gay, not that he wouldn’t accept 
him, but he wouldn’t be happy about it and stuﬀ like that. And I’m just thinking, no tact, kind of 
thing. Then the fact that there was the whole thing of Dad going talking to him and the doctor gave 
him a little bit of feedback and was almost implying, or did more than imply, basically told him that I 






She [teacher] called my parents and I’d been cutting myself as well for a few months so they found 
out about all that and they brought me to the GP that evening. The GP was a bit useless and tactless 
but she sent me to the A&E ward in the hospital and I spoke to one of the psychiatric nurses there. He 
put me in touch with the counsellor and was like, ‘Oh, you’ll be grand, it’s just college work, etc.’ Of 
course it wasn’t that (Lesbian, Female, 20).
????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
As soon as I started getting help and someone was listening to me, people recognising there was a 
problem and people started trying, I just stopped, just stopped (Lesbian, Female, 20).







At the time I started cutting myself, around when I was 17, I was still in secondary school. The whole 
seclusion thing, I didn’t feel accepted, I felt isolated. My mum and dad constantly ﬁghting, my sister, 
she was very wild, very unstable and so my mum had a lot of problems to deal with so I didn’t really 




??????????????????????????????????? ????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
I just felt shit and crap and just my parents never accepted me and that (Gay, Male, 20).
I was so angry that nobody could see when I started doing it [self-harming] that I was obviously 
hurting. There was such a big problem, even if you couldn’t see me cutting myself there was 
obviously something. Teachers were picking up on it, friends were picking up on it. Why the fuck 




?????90??????????5  ??????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ?????






There’s all this pressure [at school] and then the word gay being used as an insult for someone that’s 
in school. You hear it and it’s almost attacking you. It’s attacking you I guess even without them even 
knowing and you just feel that you can’t be yourself because if people know that you’re gay they’ll 
just attack you and throw stones at you, metaphorical stones at you, and you’ll be kind of the centre 
… (Gay, Male, 20).
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Why did I do that [self-harm]? It wasn’t life threatening. I can’t actually remember why. I suppose I 





INTERVIEWER: Before doing it [cutting], how might you feel, from your memory?
RESPONDENT: Really, really angry. Usually something happened to make me really angry and 
frustrated and I felt like I’d no other way. There was very little communication with my parents … It 
was just complete deadlock and I just couldn’t feel any other way, there was nothing else. Or I felt like 





I know personally that it [self-harm] was to do with my sexuality because there were times when, 
you know when I came out, I’d been out maybe a year and I still had a problem with it even though 
no one else had a problem with it. So I hurt myself through myself. Then there was the whole 
problem of internalised homophobia. I’d beat myself up over issues (Gay, Male, 21).
??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
??????????????????????????
I was being afraid of everyone else and what they thought of me and I didn’t like myself. I was, you 
know, shit and this and that. It was just basically self-loathing, I didn’t like myself … I was my own worst 
enemy. Then there was part of me that was proud, I was diﬀerent being gay. I wasn’t like everyone else 
in that respect but I probably didn’t like that either. Like I shouldn’t be feeling proud about it because 
it’s crap basically. So that’s why I cut and covered it up, to justify myself, I guess (Gay, Male, 20).





??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????? ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
It was a release I guess. You’d feel like a pent up ball and you’d cut and it’s a release, kind of relaxation 
sort of thing. The pain then, it’s just blank I guess. You’re not thinking about what’s pissing you oﬀ or 
annoying you or of what’s shit at the time … when I was cutting always I felt depressed and shit the 
whole time. There was rarely any occasions when I felt good (Gay, Male, 20).
It’s a release, like. Like when you hold your breath and you hold it for ages, a big release, that’s what 
it’s like sometimes (Lesbian, Female, 27).
It [cutting] gave the same kind of relief but more intense that hitting a punching bag or something. 
It’s a sense of release but also like an adrenalin rush as well. It became addictive and still, times when 
I get really stressed out I do still feel like doing it (Lesbian, Female, 20).
???? ????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
???????????????????
It’s [self harm] kind of like a physical representation of emotional turmoil or something. I doubt that 
I would have put it so articulately at the time but I suppose that’s what it’s supposed to represent 
or whatever … it did actually make me feel peripherally better. I suppose at the time it was more like 
symbolic. It was the act of doing it or whatever … (Lesbian, Female, 25).
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
????????? ????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????? ??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
I didn’t really express myself, my emotions. I used to lock them inside and I think that’s kind of what 
happened, that I kept them locked inside and they built up and I needed to release the stress and get 
rid of it. And I used to feel that cutting myself was a release, like just took the pain away, made me 








??????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
But immediately afterwards I’d feel very bad, I mean after the euphoria of being alive or whatever I’d 
think to myself, just this isn’t right; that was always the thing that used to stick out in my mind, this 
isn’t right (Lesbian, Female, 25).
?????92??????????5  ??????? ???????????
?????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ????????????????????????
INTERVIEWER: Why or how did the self-harm stop?
RESPONDENT: I don’t know. I just stopped, I saw what I was doing to myself. I still have scars now and 
I just really don’t see the point. I don’t like what it was doing to me. Like I’d wake up in the morning 
after doing it and I would look at my arms or my legs and say what did I do to myself? I felt I needed 
to get back to normality, you know. So I think I just stopped because I’m not doing this anymore, I 
need to ﬁnd something else to replace the need to do that, you know (Bisexual, Female, 20).
?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ?? ???????? ???????????????????
No I’m more stable now. It could be because of my relationship at the moment or it could be from 
my own experiences. I know it’s [cutting] not good to do that, I don’t want to go to that place again, 
you know. It could be my own strength that I am able to cope with more now that I was then … 
But I know myself that cutting myself is not a normal thing to do. I shouldn’t have been doing that, 




It’s not as bad or as much as it used to be so it’s getting better but I wish I didn’t do it though … When 
something happens that upsets me or gets me down, you know, I’d turn back to it no problem. But 
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Suicide attempts among transgender participants
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Qualitative ﬁndings on suicidality
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??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????
??????????????????
Passive wish to die
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
And it was just, generally speaking I would have been, you know, growing up it would have been 
tough anyway, but the gay thing just kind of threw it over the edge. Now I was never suicidal or 
anything during that period of time, but I wished I was dead all right, but I wasn’t going to do 
anything about it, or never intended to do anything about it (Gay, Male, 43).
But you do come to a point when you think, it’s not worth it, you know, there has to be something 
more, you kind of pray for death. You wish yourself that you were dead, that’s the only way to 
describe it. You can’t be bothered going on living; you just want it to end (Male-to-Female Trans, 
Heterosexual, 37).
?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????97??????????5  ??????? ???????????
???????????????????? ??? ??????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
?????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ????????
????????????????????????????
I have to confess that I do have very, very dark thoughts. Now they never go to the point of you 
actually doing something to inﬂict harm on yourself, apart from that one incident [when I was about 







Two or three times I just got thoughts into my head about doing it and then they just went 
(Gay, Male, 17).
I actually thought of killing myself. I would never have done it, I just thought of it (Bisexual, Female, 18).
It’s a ﬂeeting thought exactly and I’d say at some stage everybody has had, if you go into a hard 
patch and you think, God you know it would be easier to check out altogether (Lesbian, Female, 34).
I would have thought of it [driving oﬀ a bridge] for a while, maybe just for a few minutes or 
something but I never cut myself or took an overdose or anything like that. I would never do 
anything like that and to be honest with you I really enjoy life, there are so many things that I love. 
Friends, people whose company I enjoy, music, travelling. I’ve got a lot to live for (Lesbian, Female, 54).
???????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ????? ??? ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
??????????
I don’t know, I was [pauses] … unusual to try and explain but I suppose as a child, I mean I knew, even 
though thoughts of suicide or whatever were constantly on my mind, like not every minute of every 
day but frequently enough … I mean, even though I was thinking about it I never actually thought 
I was in danger of doing anything like that, really. Like at the back of my mind I always knew that 





RESPONDENT: No I couldn’t [explain to my wife that I was gay]. I actually wanted to commit suicide 
without telling anybody and I picked a spot and I timed the trains and I picked a spot where I was 
going to go through the hedge and I picked the spot of the track that I was going to lie on. But when 
the morning came to do it I couldn’t do it. So I told [my wife] that I wanted to commit suicide. So she 
rang a doctor immediately ‘cause I was in such a state.
INTERVIEWER: Have you had a similar mind set since that?
RESPONDENT: Several times I’ve thought about drowning myself. I have a terrible fear of the water 
?????98??????????5  ??????? ???????????
and I can’t do it. Several times, even recently I’ve thought about taking an overdose. I’ve a bag of 
drugs there and I’m sure if I took half of them even it would kill me. But I’m too frightened. I’m too 
frightened to do it (Gay, Male, 46).
???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????
????? ??????????????????????????????????? ?
It is kind of sort of a comfort thing – it would normally hit you like going to sleep at night and you 
just kind of plan it out like and just and I think it seems to be just kind of comfort thing you know? 
I know that sounds very peculiar (Gay, Male, 62).
Signiﬁcant others as a deterrent
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ???????????? ????????????????????????




INTERVIEWER: Was there any time that you felt that life was not worth living?
RESPONDENT: I did I suppose if I was serious, I did yeah. But I would never have done anything but  
I just, oh I couldn’t do that to anybody. Parents or sisters or whatever, yeah (Lesbian, Female, 50).
I don’t think I’d ever do it though. I know I’m probably going to sound a bit up my own arse again 
but, I don’t know, I wouldn’t be able to do it to my Ma and all my friends and all … I do have friends 
that would miss me, parents and all that. I just don’t think I’d be able to do it (Gay, Male, 17).
What would happen with my kids? I couldn’t do that to them. I keep hoping that life is going to get 




So again, I have never been to the stage in terms of, I still would keep the rationality of how unfair 
it would be to my relations and friends. I had a kind of long-term partner who committed suicide 
there in 2003 and, um, I kind of don’t think I would ever like to inﬂict that on anyone. But then again 
I reserve the right at the end of the day, if I want to get oﬀ the planet it is going to be their problem 
you know. And I say that just to make sure I have an out but anytime I’ve really felt down like that, 




????????? ?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
















????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ???????????????????????????????? ???
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
I only had one thing on my mind and that was just to end my life, they [helping professionals] were 
suggesting things to me ok but I wasn’t, I didn’t care I had no hope, I had nothing good to cling onto 
like they say, you know I had no goal (Gay, Male, 24).
??????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ?????
I felt that I was worthless and that you know I didn’t really have any place in this world and there were 
many times when I actually tried to kill myself. I took pills and drank alcohol and tried to do it but you 
know it never worked out so I’m still here obviously (Bisexual, Female, 20).
????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
?? ??????????? ????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
And I’m kind of like, I am really, really in a bad way here and even then not getting the help I thought 
I needed or the recognition. I think that’s kind of what drove me to doing that [trying to kill myself]. 
At the time I didn’t see it like that but now I see it as just a massive cry, actually, I’m really, really in a 
bad way here will somebody please help me, kind of thing (Lesbian, Female, 20).
The relationship between LGBT identiﬁcation and suicidality
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????











INTERVIEWER: And have you ever had any thoughts about suicide, or wanting to take your own life?
RESPONDENT: Deﬁnitely, deﬁnitely. But again, not in relation, not because I’m gay or any issues 
surrounding the gay thing, always because of other issues, you know ﬁnding out about my Dad 
and my sister dying, deﬁnitely. When I’m in severe depression I’m like what the fuck am I doing here, 
what’s the point, d’you know? But em, you know, nothing because of being gay, it’s always other 
issues (Lesbian, Female, 31).
I attempted suicide once when I was 16. It was totally unrelated to being gay. No one knew I did it as 
it was unsuccessful and I never wanted to try it again after that. In school I knew I was diﬀerent but I 
didn’t know how/why/what was diﬀerent about me. I knew if others knew they would bully me so I 




And the second time [I attempted suicide] it was to do, not with my sexuality but it was to do with 
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for so long and now suddenly I’m out of it. To be honest, I think it was a combination of things, 






INTERVIEWER: Do you think then that there were times when you felt that life wasn’t worth living?
RESPONDENT: Yeah. Just when I ﬁrst kind of realised, when I was in First Year college and I kind of 
came to the conclusion that yeah, I’m diﬀerent. I kind of accepted myself more in my head a lot more 
and built up to telling [friend] that I was [gay] and after I told him then I told a couple of people and 
I just felt really shit and crap and just my parents never accepted me and that. Not being able to have 
kids and stuﬀ in the normal way and being viewed as a beast or whatever by ignorant people just 
really got me down. I ﬁgured what’s the point in living if you’re just going to be looked down upon by 
everybody as just this (Gay, Male, 20).
???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????????
???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
Obviously, [my sexual orientation] would surely have to be part, wouldn’t it? I would think, I mean 
obviously the abuse, sexual abuse that kind of … being gay … But no, it was my sexual orientation 
would have been the suicidal reasons. If I had committed suicide it would have been because of being 




I just felt it wouldn’t improve, it was going to be the same. I was never going to feel anything in a 
sexual way for this man because it just wasn’t there and I was never going to know or ever be with 
a woman because this is my life, this is it. So the time I done it I only existed and sort of my pain only 





But it was actually my sexuality, certainly a lot closer in [the second attempt] than the last time. And 
again, you know, I think it was really the pressure of stepping out and not conforming to the marriage 
scenario… I really didn’t know how to, I really, em, [pause] I suppose I felt [pause], I suppose from a very 
young age I had been educated and taught, you know, kind of prepared for this marriage for a good 
16 years. Taught certainly, from onwards till I was 18, that this is what I was supposed to do, this was 
where I was, what I was meant to be doing, this was one’s purpose in life … (Lesbian, Female, 29).
?????102??????????5  ??????? ???????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
??????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
If I got to the stage where the hospital told me that they couldn’t do anything for me, that the drugs 
won’t work or anything. I don’t want to deteriorate and that’s all I see when I think about HIV and I 





Most of my self-harming is related to the fact that my family are so disgusted with me for being gay 
and have shut me out constantly ever since I came out, asked me not to come home for Christmas, 
not ‘advertise’ my lesbianness, etc. I knew they were homophobic and that’s why I didn’t come out 
to them until I was 27, even though I’d been out to some of my friends since I was 14. While they 
haven’t rejected me completely, they make it very diﬃcult for me to be around them and while they 
support all the heterosexual relationships of my siblings, they change the subject at any mention of 
my homosexual relationships. I most want to kill myself when I’m visiting them or after talking to 








… I’ve been suicidal many times since my breakdown. It’s not because I’m a lesbian but because of 
how I’ve been treated in my life as a lesbian. School was terrible and then to get bullied badly in work 
was horrible (Lesbian, Female, 28, Survey Participant).
I said when answering this survey that my self-harming and suicide attempt were very strongly 
related to being gay and this was true when I was 21. But it was not being gay that made me do 
this to myself and that made me feel suicidal. It was all the bullying, the name-calling, the negative 
ideas about being gay that I was full of from growing up in a homophobic society, and the fact that 
I had never heard one person say in all my childhood and adolescence that being gay was okay or 
even good. Without any basic level of nurturance, encouragement or support around being a gay kid 
how else could I have turned out. I can see how incredibly vulnerable I was back then but now I am a 
very happy, well-adjusted gay man. Being gay is part of who I am and I wouldn’t want to change this 
for anything. But the marginalisation of young LGBT people in homes, schools, communities, towns 
and cities all over Ireland is still happening and young people can still suﬀer in the same way I did. 
This is completely wrong in 2007. Work needs to be done to tackle the impact of heterosexism and 





When I was 21 I was admitted to a private psychiatric facility and diagnosed with anorexia nervosa 
and depression. I had tried to kill myself soon after coming out as gay. I was convinced that everybody 
in my life would reject me because I was gay. This of course was not the case but the trauma of having 
been sexually abused by a priest who singled me out as a vulnerable gay boy when I was 11, the 
trauma of being bullied in school because I was gay and the fear I lived with for so long that I would 
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be rejected by family and friends if I came out, all took its toll. When I came out and got a positive 
response from people it was a shock but also a pleasant surprise. But I was very vulnerable and 
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CHAPTER 6  LGBT PEOPLE AND SERVICES
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LGBT PEOPLE AND SERVICES
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Regional disparity in LGBT-speciﬁc service provision
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????










???????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
There are ﬁne examples within LGBT-speciﬁc services of these ‘islands of excellence’ but they don’t 
live together and they’re isolated as well (Community Assessment, Interview 9).
There are a lot more groups starting up around the country but there are still real pockets of isolation 








There are deﬁnitely issues around the sensitivity and there aren’t appropriate LGBT services. We 
would see a need for targeted LGBT services around mental health and they mostly don’t exist 
currently (Community Assessment, Interview 3).
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??????????????????????? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ????????? ??? ??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
Diversity of need within the LGBT population
????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
… I think there could be a slight danger in representing the LGBT communities as a homogenous 
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???????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????







Service(s) used n % 1
Mental health counselling services ??? ????
LGBT support group (Other than youth group) ??? ????
A gay or lesbian health service ??? ????
LGBT youth organisation or LGBT youth group ??? ????
HIV and AIDS services ??? ????
Substance abuse/addiction services ?? ???
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???????????????????? ????????????
????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
???????????????????? ????????????? ????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????












 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
I’m generally quite open about being LGBT when 
I visit a healthcare professional.
??? ???? ??? ???? ??? ???? ???
In my opinion, healthcare professional need to 
have more knowledge and sensitivity to issues 
related to being LGBT.
??? ???? ??? ???? ?? ??? ???
I generally try to hide the fact that I am LGBT 
when dealing with healthcare professionals 
because of how they react.
??? ???? ??? ???? ??? ???? ???
In general, I feel respected for who I am as an 
LGBT person by healthcare professionals.
??? ???? ??? ???? ??? ???? ???
In general, the health advice I’ve received from 
healthcare professionals has been useful and 
appropriate.
??? ???? ??? ???? ??? ???? ???
I actively seek out LGBT-friendly healthcare 
professionals because of bad experiences I’ve 
had with providers in the past.
??? ???? ??? ???? ??? ???? ???
??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ??? ????????????? ?????????? ??????????????? ?????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
I’m quite pleased with my doctor. He has never had a problem with my sexuality (Gay, Male, 43).
He [GP] gave me positive feedback which was fantastic (Male-to-Female Trans, Heterosexual, 27).
???????????????????????????? ??? ????????????????????????????????? ???? ????????????????? ????
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ????????????????
The last doctor, well my current doctor, didn’t really understand what I was trying to say and I was 
trying to be discrete about it, not because I felt ashamed … And in the end I had to, you know, just 
say it very clearly, ‘Look my partner is female, you don’t seem to be picking up on that. I’m you know, 
sexually active with another female’. And so, you know, he was a bit shocked … (Lesbian, Female, 29).
When people are trained to be a doctor and treat patients they’re not taught how to deal with people. 
Social workers and youth workers are taught how to do that. Basically there is a lack of training, a lack 
of understanding (Gay, Male, 20).
??????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ???????????? ???????????????????? ??? ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????????????????
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Most GPs are heterosexual males or heterosexual females with kids so I won’t want to talk to them 
about that [sexual orientation] (Gay, Male, 27).
I never told him [work-based GP] that I was lesbian. I’d be afraid they would put it o my ﬁle and then 
it would have an impact on my career (Lesbian, Female, 29).
The doctor was old. She did say, ‘If you’re gay now is the time to say it’. I was probably that close to 
saying it but I thought it was too much hassle and stuﬀ (Gay, Male, 28).
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? ??????????????????????????????????






??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????? ?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
But he (GP) said basically to have sex with my best [female] friend who is ﬁfteen, take anti-
depressants and I’ll be straight by the end of the month (Gay, Male, 17).
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
RESPONDENT: I think it [LGBT youth group] really, really helps. I think it’s just one of the best things 
out there and other things that are getting set up around the country, I think they’re brilliant.
INTERVIEWER What is good about them?
RESPONDENT: Just the people that work there. They must have to go through some rigorous test 
or something to get the right type of people there. The people are just lovely, they’re brilliant (Gay, 
Male, 17).
He’s [youth worker] been really good to me. I can just go and chat to him and let everything out. If 
I’m really stressed, you wouldn’t be able to understand me. I just talk like, go ninety talking, and you 
wouldn’t be able to understand a thing. So he’ll sit there and nod and go, ‘Yeah, yeah, sounds good’. 



























???????????? ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
??????????????????????






It’s probably half the battle maybe if somebody almost asks you [about your sexuality]. I know that 








My aunt got me involved with the counsellor who was a friend of hers. So I went to him for 
counselling and then it all came out. I think he brought it out of me (Male-to-Female Trans, 
Heterosexual, 27).
I began to feel comfortable with being gay when I was 31 years of age, when I went to a natural 
healer, and she kind of, she developed that in me (Gay, Male, 46).
????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
She [counsellor] put my nineteen years into one sentence. Oh my god, this stranger, this woman is 
able to look at my life … it makes you look at bits of yourself that you didn’t want to. She said to me, 




He [counsellor] gave a ridiculous scenario of a jealous husband who puts down his wife and she ends 
up going oﬀ with someone else. He was deaf to my interventions and reinforced all his [husband’s] 










Personally I have experienced some appalling experiences of counselling services in Ireland and really 
I think that LGBT issues should be more prominent in training and education for people working in 





She was more like a mother with me than a psychologist. I felt diﬀerent so I stopped going (Bisexual, 
Female, 18).
My parents shipped me oﬀ to counsellors. It actually made me worse. I don’t know how many 
counsellors I’ve been to (Lesbian, Female, 17).
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
????? ???
The worst experience I had teacher-wise was the guidance counsellor. He was useless to be honest. 
When the bullying happened he was like, ‘You know you couldn’t get bullied, you don’t look like 
someone who would get bullied’. He had no training. I was the ﬁrst to come out in the school and he 
didn’t know what to do (Gay, Male, 21).
I couldn’t open up to someone who already made his diagnosis before he actually spoke to me and 
he didn’t understand. If I turned around and I told this counsellor I was gay he’d have had a great 
snigger about it in the staﬀ room (Gay, Male, 21).
??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????




They are like very good, like they talk to you. It’s been a great help to me, to my conﬁdence and self-
esteem (Gay, Male, 16).







?????????????????????????? ???????? ???????? ??? ??????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
????????




We went back to my childhood right up to where I was now and she [hospital-based psychologist] 
gave me hope and I gave myself some hope as well, you know she was wonderful. I met her on a 
regular basis and I started talking more about my sexuality (Gay, Male, 24).
The psychiatrist there didn’t help me at all … and said no way could I be married and gay, it wouldn’t 
be possible, that he could count on his hands the amount of men that were married and gay and you 
?????114??????????6  ????????????????????????
know, confused. And then he brought my wife in and he confronted me. He picked up the phone and 
said he was ringing the gay switch board. He done all sorts of strange things to me. I think he was 
trying to force me into thinking whether I was gay or whether I wasn’t. I don’t know what he was 
trying to do to me. I just remember being so upset (Gay, Male, 46).
????????? ???? ???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
I would have gone to a public health, public hospital, very unsatisfactory. I was seeing diﬀerent 
psychiatrists every time I went back and, you know, ﬁve or ten minutes with them. It was of little or 





INTERVIEWER You mentioned there about diﬀerent professionals you’ve gone to, you have seen GPs, 
psychologists?
RESPONDENT: GPs, clinical psychologists, counsellors, and psychiatrists, the whole lot. I’ve had a 
variety of each one.
INTERVIEWER Okay, have they helped?
RESPONDENT: The counsellors, I don’t know. I’ve learnt to play the game that is the Irish health 
system, especially the Irish mental health system, and thankfully my parents have the money to allow 
me to do it. I’ve kind of learnt what the diﬀerence is between various ones … but like I’d have a very 





When I went into [psychiatric] hospital the staﬀ were generally helpful but completely clueless about 
the impact growing up gay had had on my mental health. They dismissed the impact homophobic 
bullying had had on me and did not understand at all how diﬃcult it was for me to come out. 
They dismissed how homophobia had impacted on my identity as a gay man. They seemed more 
interested in getting me to take antidepressants than listening to my story. This wasn’t unique to me 
as a young gay man, I know. But they completely missed how society’s treatment of gay people and 
the homophobic world I grew up in had adversely aﬀected my mental health. But worse still, some 
staﬀ [including my psychiatrist] told me being gay was not normal and that I was choosing to be gay 
to rebel against my parents. This was a terrible thing to happen to me on top of everything else that 
had happened. I decided to focus on getting discharged as quickly as possible because I didn’t feel 
safe there … How can mental health staﬀ be so clueless in this day and age? But even worse, how can 
staﬀ behave in a homophobic way towards patients? Don’t they get training on working with gay 
people? The scariest thing that has happened to me in my adult life was the day a psychiatric nurse 
said to me, “I hate all gay people. They are sick” (Gay, Male, 25, Survey Participant).
The psychiatrist didn’t seem to care that these experiences [school and workplace bullying] had hurt 
me so much and he told me I shouldn’t come out to my family ‘cos they’d probably react badly, so that 
made me more scared. He just gave me medication. I go to my GP now for my antidepressants but I 
can’t really talk to him about what’s going on. The only people who I feel really understand what’s 
going on for me is the gay helpline I call from time to time and my friends try to help as well but they 
are straight and don’t really get me any more. I’ve never met any other lesbian or gay people. That 
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????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????
????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
INTERVIEWER: And have you ever spoken to a GP or anybody about feeling down?
RESPONDENT: No, I don’t speak to anybody really as such, as of yet. But I’m always thinking for the 
last couple of years about calling into my GP and getting more information and seeing what my 
next step would be. Going through the support group, they got me the names of doctors, as I said. 
Eventually I know I’ll have to go to meet my GP because I think he or she will have a say in what I do, 
three or four people will have a big say about whether they will accept me or not. 
INTERVIEWER And, do you have any worries about going to your GP?
RESPONDENT: Well I know my GP is meant to be all conﬁdential like, but something tells me that he 
or she won’t (Male-to-Female Trans, Lesbian, 30).
????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
Some people, they need psychiatric help, but there isn’t a whole lot of that going around the 
country. And there’s no real information on how to get it or where to go, there’s none of that, so 
it’s a constant struggle for people that aren’t as lucky as me … it can be very stressful because you 
??The term ‘Gender Identity Disorder’ is a diagnostic category in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th Ed.) (DSM-
IV) (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) and is classiﬁed in the International Classiﬁcation of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10, F64.2, 
World Health Organisation, 1992). It is worth noting, however, that what has been referred to as the ‘medical construction’ of transgender 
people (Hines, 2007: 10) has been subject to critique. For an overview of recent debates in this area see Hines (2007).
? Particular issues are also evident in relation to healthcare services for transgender people under the age of 18 (Di Ceglie, 2000; Collins and 
Sheehan, 2004).
have to go out everyday and try and walk along the street, you have to put up with other people. 




??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????
… what I did ﬁrst was I went to the GP and I asked him, I told him the way I was and what I was 
feeling and all that, and he said ‘Right well I will try and make appointments for you to see people’. 
He wrote to I think a guy in [psychiatric hospital] and he said, ‘No I can’t take any more patients, I am 
fully booked’. And he was the only one in the country, so like I was screwed there straight oﬀ. There 










???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
?????????????????????????????????
RESPONDENT: There’s no support group or anything that I know of closer than [provincial city] …  
I mean we discussed it in one of the [LGBT youth] meetings, if we could have the group move around, 
you could have every third evening in [other provincial town] to make it more accessible for people.
INTERVIEWER: And do you think that might be possible in the future?
RESPONDENT: I suppose if there was more advertising and stuﬀ and people actually knew about it 
they would turn up. Then trying to get it advertised is a problem. I know we sent our posters to all the 
schools but not many of them put them up or anything (Gay, Male, 21).
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????
Just try to make services more accessible and stuﬀ. It’s an hour’s drive to get there and an hour’s drive 
home again for two hours here [youth service]. I’m as long travelling as I am here. So if there was 
something a bit closer to home it would be a lot easier (Gay, Male, 21).
I am from Dublin but I live in [provincial city]. And I feel the LGBT community outside Dublin sucks. I 
think services in Ireland as a whole are very, very restricting (Gay, Male, 29, Survey Respondent).
????????????????????????? ???? ????????????????? ??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
??????? ???????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????
I wish I wasn’t gay … and is there anyone I can go to talk to for professional help for free? (Lesbian, 








I went to this guy who runs the counselling end of it and he said to me, ‘But you can talk to me’. 
I said, ‘I don’t fucking want to talk to you, I want to talk to someone that’s professional’. And he 
said, ‘Well we don’t have anybody, we can’t get anybody to help you, you’re working so you’re not 
available during the day’. So I just left that night and he knew I was angry because I was angry. It’s 
the ﬁrst time I ever actually spoke to anybody like that in my life. Here I was, I really needed help 
and they fucked the whole thing up and I was annoyed. I never went back. I never want anything oﬀ 
them again (Gay, Male, 46).
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
There is counselling but I don’t feel there are people I would go to. I don’t feel there is anyone I can 
trust in terms of the counselling (Gay, Male, 33).
I think LGBT people are just forgotten. Even the way people see people initially, I think they assume 
that you’re straight. They shouldn’t assume anything really. I think society is just geared towards 
heterosexual people. Unless you kind of let them know there’s gay people out there I don’t think they 
really do anything about it like (Gay, Male, 20).
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
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CHAPTER 7  RESILIENCE
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?????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????? ???






???????????? ?????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
MSPSS Sub-scales ???? ???? ?
Friends’ Support ????? ???? ????
? My friends really try to help me. ???? ???? ?
? I can count on my friends when things go wrong. ???? ???? ?
? I have friends with whom I can share my joys and sorrows. ???? ???? ?
?? I can talk about my problems with my friends. ???? ???? ?
??????????? ???? ????? ???? ????
? There is a special person who is around when I am in need. ???? ???? ?
? There is a special person with whom I can share my joys and sorrows. ???? ???? ?
? I have a special person who is a real source of comfort to me. ???? ???? ?
?? There is a special person in my life who cares about my feelings. ???? ???? ?
?????????????? ????? ???? ????
? My family really tries to help me. ???? ???? ?
? I get the emotional help and support I need from my family. ???? ???? ?
? I can talk about my problems with my family. ???? ???? ?
?? My family is willing to help me make decisions. ???? ???? ?




Friendships as a source of resilience
??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ????????
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
… we go way back, way, way back and I’m very, very fond of him. He’s straight. He’s never judged me 
and he’s always been very loyal and there’s very few people in the world you can say that about in 
your life (Gay, Male, 40).
???? ???????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
????????????
?????122 ?????????7  ??????????
I think there is an intimacy between us and honesty about each other that we can bare ourselves 
emotionally to each other and if anything goes wrong in our lives there’s somebody we can go to 
who will help out and listen and give advice. And I’ve done that for them and they’ve done that for 
me. And that kind of relationship is a very precious one. There’s not many people in your life who you 
can do that with. If I hadn’t I might be in a very bad way. I really mean that (Gay, Male, 40).
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
[After meeting a lesbian woman in College] … The more we got talking, the more it just made me feel 
good. It was just so much better to speak and interact with somebody who basically had the exact 
same experience as me. I mean they came out, they felt really bad, then they met lots of open gay 
people and they were, ‘You know something, it’s not so bad’. It doesn’t have to be dreadful; it can be 
a perfectly happy, rewarding life. And it was through, you know, speaking to her and other people 
in the GLB [society] it just made me happier about myself like, it was nice to have similar-minded 
friends … (Lesbian, Female, 25).
?????????????? ??????????????????? ???????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
????????
I’ve always had my support and people I can actually talk to that can help me sort out my problems 
… (Gay, Male, 21).
I have a friend, he’s a boy I tell him everything (Gay, Male, 16).
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????
When I get depressed I ring one of my friends and they come over and we sit down with a cup of 
coﬀee with everything on the table and it’s ﬁne, you know … I don’t go out and get drunk … I just 
don’t think it’s the way to deal with things like that … So my friends are great. I’ve two really brilliant 
friends and I just ring them, they come over, bring the biscuits, I make the coﬀee and we all sit and 
talk about it, so it’s great (Lesbian, Female, 31).
I deﬁnitely felt down, but not, I wouldn’t have felt down to the point where I had any, we’ll say 
suicidal tendencies or notions or anything like that. I just knew I felt down and I needed to talk to 








?? ???? ????????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
INTERVIEWER: So gradually you were telling more and more people … 
RESPONDENT: Yeah I was just looking for their acceptance. I was kind of depending more on 
everyone else rather then having my own self-esteem and my own inner strength. It was like, if they 
like me then maybe I mustn’t be that bad (Gay, Male, 20).
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????


















I think people are mutually supportive, maybe they’re not always 50-50 or whatever it is like, but 
that’s what a good friendship is, so I don’t really see it as ‘leaning on’ ... I probably give my friends more 
help and advice and support and stuﬀ a lot of the time than I would get from them (Gay, Male, 40).
I tell her everything about me because the fact that we are so close that she understands you know 








I have two separate groups of friends, I’d have like a straight one and a gay one … you can talk to 
them about diﬀerent issues and things like that. And even if it’s just for a chat, like knowing that 
someone is wondering like you does sort of make you feel a bit better (Gay, Male, 18).
Like you wouldn’t exactly care about people’s sexuality exactly, it doesn’t make a diﬀerence to who 
I’m going to talk to about my problems (Gay, Male, 21). 
My really good friends overlap so I’ve got really good gay friends that are part of the straight sort 






?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
I don’t think I can talk about these issues, unless they themselves have been like you know, very close 
in touch with these issues or else have experienced them themselves. I’m very grateful because I do 
have a number of friends like that [transgendered] who have gone through it, so I can always turn to 
them and talk about things and I’ve got other friends who I can talk to about other things. I’ve got 
support from both sides (Male-to-Female Trans, Heterosexual, 27).
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????
??????????????
?????124 ?????????7  ??????????
One of my best friends that I went to school with, her sister is gay and was in a permanent 
relationship at that stage, so I knew them, and I still do. And I would have met a lot of gay friends 
through them over the years. So like it wasn’t like I was completely on my own, I would have got help 
from them like earlier on, discussed it, all that sort of thing. Yeah, I didn’t feel totally isolated, I had 














My Dad goes, ‘Oh he’s my son’. And at that point I realised that Dad did not have a problem like, he 
could say it to other people that he had no problem with that aspect of it. It meant quite a lot to me 
like, that he didn’t care. He said it straight away, he didn’t have to think about it or anything (Gay, 
Male, 17).
So I told them both [parents] that I was gay and my father straight away stood up and went over to 
me, pulled me oﬀ my seat, gave me a hug and said, ‘Do you know what, that doesn’t matter a bit’. 
He was great and my mother was like, em, they still love me, d’you know, it doesn’t matter. But they 
were both brilliant and they continue to be very supportive (Gay, Male, 21).
I just think that I am lucky that I had the balls to be able to come out when I came back here [to rural 
locality]. It was a conscious decision and I had the support of my family and I’m lucky. I know a lot of 
people don’t have the support of their family and its really important (Lesbian, Female, 50).
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
Like my Mam, like she is very, she’s very good to talk to. She’s very supportive and she’s very open-
minded (Gay, Male, 26).
I’m fairly close with my brother especially. We’re very close, we tell each other loads of things. He has 
no problem talking to me about anything and the same with me talking to him (Gay, Male, 21).
????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ????






At the moment life is very good, you know I have no problem, I am unusual in that I have the support 
at home, and do you know, I haven’t had problems with family members or people disowning me or 
anything like that. I’ve always had the support at home to be me; it’s never been a problem (Male-to-
Female Trans, Heterosexual, 37).
?????125??????????7  ??????????
?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????
At the time [of coming out] my parents just went, ‘Okay we’re grand with it but just leave it and let it 
sink in’. But for months I was just going in my own head, ‘They’re not accepting it’. But last week my 
mother told me that she’d told the sister. I think that was as big a relief as actually telling them. The 
fact that she’d actually told somebody, she’s actually accepting it and getting used to the idea (Gay, 
Male, 21).
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ???????? ?????????
????????????????
I mean [my country of origin] is basically very sort of backward when it comes to any sort of, 
anything that does not conform to the norm and I knew it was going to be a bit of an upwards 
struggle with my mother. The rest of the family was actually ok and over the years they’ve not only 
welcomed me, they’ve welcomed my partner as well into the family. My father’s been fantastic. But 
it took a little work, so I’d say it took about two, three years where relationships were extremely 











LGBT community as a source of resilience
INTERVIEWER: What’s your idea of what an LGBT community is?










?????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????










??????????????? ???????? ??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ??????????? ???????????? ?????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
????? ????? ???????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
I like it there [LGBT community centre] because there’s no loud music, there’s no booze, there’s no 
obnoxious people and it’s nice, intelligent conversation with some very nice decent people. You feel 
you’re valued by people as yourself, you know. You can’t underestimate how important that feels to 
me right now (Gay, Male, 40).
INTERVIEWER: What was it about [men’s group] that connects with you in particular?
RESPONDENT: The fact that I could then have very deep genuine relationships with other gay people 
that were in the group.
INTERVIEWER: Before that were you having diﬃculty with people or…?




It did give me a circle of close knit gay friends ... we were such good friends from the group and we’re 
really close. Then I made more friends. It sort of gave me the conﬁdence to just be myself in any 
setting, not just in here [gay youth centre] (Gay, Male, 21).
INTERVIEWER: What makes you feel part of it [gay community]?
RESPONDENT: Just going to [youth project] every Sunday, doing things like that, meeting diﬀerent 
people. Meeting people from all walks of life, getting diﬀerent numbers of friends (Gay, Male, 17).
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
I’d love to help people. Going there [LGBT youth project] was such a good place for me. Like I know 
other people in diﬀerent circumstances might not have the same support that I have. I’d love to 
be a youth worker of some description and help people who wouldn’t have the same family and 
opportunities that I have (Gay, Male, 17).
???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
????????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ?????? ???????????????????????????????? ??
I went to [LGBT support group] and I did actually meet a couple of women who were married. One 
woman that is married, still married and identiﬁes as gay and another woman had left her husband 







There are people who believe in the community model and they create a community that provides a 
very safe place for somebody like myself to operate in (Gay, Male, 62).
When I got there [football] it was this really cool group of girls, very friendly, d’you know, none of 
them trying to hit on me, very nice. They have like a social element where they would go drinking on 
a Friday night together … and I think it’s really important because it’s nice to have this safe place to 
come, and especially girls from the countryside (Lesbian, Female, 31).
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????
I had low self esteem and conﬁdence before I came here, but from talking to other gay people you 






It was just the way they [staﬀ and volunteers] were explaining their everyday life, and like it was a 
normal person’s life. I was just thinking that my life is never going to be like an ordinary person’s life. 
But when I got to know them, they were all leading perfectly normal lives, and everything was grand 
with them there, so I just felt more conﬁdent (Gay, Male, 16).




We made a banner here [in a youth group] and went out on the street with it … I was actually kind 
of afraid but at the same time there’s a thrill in it, I enjoyed it. The atmosphere around you and 
everyone having the craic and jumping around the place (Gay, Male, 21).
??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ???? ???????????????
???????????????????????? ??? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
I feel a certain aﬃnity with other LGBT people … I’d never miss Pride, which I think is the key 
community event of the year. It’s just a certain, a certain identity, just a certain level of solidarity 
there. I mean, if you’re in the street and someone’s getting homophobic abuse or something like that, 











School and the workplace as supportive environments
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ????? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ????
???????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????




The female teacher was very supportive and got me through that time and helped me to get into 
outside curriculum, you know, a drama group and diﬀerent things. And I could talk to her about 
anything (Lesbian, Female, 29).
He [male teacher] would have been a role model. He was extremely out, like everyone knew he was 
gay and no one ever had a problem with it because he wouldn’t let anyone have a problem with it. 
If there was anything homophobic that happened he’d be on top of it straight away … you know, if 
anyone was using the word gay or faggot, he’d be on top of it. People would respect him for that like 
(Gay, Male, 21).
???? ????????? ????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????????
Actually at work, as soon as I came out I actually got a lot closer with all my work mates and 
everything. I didn’t really talk to them as much until one day one of them asked me was I gay and I 
just went, ‘Yeah’. Since that she’s become one of my best friends (Gay, Male, 21).
They [work colleagues] became my surrogate family. It was a very small company, it had only just 
started when I joined, so it was the three directors and myself and then over the seven years the 
company grew and the family of four became a family of twelve. And it was brilliant, you know 
(Lesbian, Female, 34).
We just bonded and everybody was really cool and it was just nice to walk into somewhere and come 
out and not have to come out any more; your coming out was done for this particular aspect of your 
career (Lesbian, Female, 25).
????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
INTERVIEWER: What does your work mean to you, just the stuﬀ that you do?
RESPONDENT: It’s meaningful work, its hard work. But I don’t get any pain there (Gay, Male, 50).
I’d say to date it’s [current work place] probably the two years of my life where I feel that I’ve been 
most challenged and most, you know, alert. So like, if there’s one decision that I’ve made in my life, 
going for that was deﬁnitely one of the good ones. Things would have gone right from it, you know 
(Gay, Male, 28).
????????????????????????????????? ???? ??????????? ??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ???????




I am happy to conclude by saying that I am now a very content, conﬁdent, well-adjusted gay man, 
fully out and very happy to be gay. I have grown and thrived with the love and support of my friends 
and two of my sisters … being gay was never my problem but how people reacted to me being gay 

























???????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
?????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
I had all those wishes to be just normal, not knowing at the time that most people feel the same way 
in some way or another … It has been a hard auld’ struggle, it hasn’t been easy but many years later, 
25 years later, I am comfortable now (Lesbian, Female, 50).
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ???????
??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
It was really a stage of my life in my early twenties and I came through the other side. I am so glad 
I didn’t do anything foolish. It was totally 100% to do with me not accepting my sexuality and 
thinking I was some sort of freak. I think meeting other LGB people my age really helped me and 
I think for that to happen people need to be able to be open about themselves. I think a lot has 
changed even since I started college and it is increasingly better for young LGB people to come out 





I think I’ve become more comfortable with my sexuality as I’ve got older, and my mental health is 
deﬁnitely a lot better around it too (Lesbian, Female, 38, Survey Participant).
Since I accepted my sexuality quite a few years after ‘coming out’, I don’t feel it has aﬀected any 






So I have my ups and downs like everybody. I’ve never had any serious psychiatric illness or anything. 
I’ve been a ﬁghter, a survivor is how I would see myself, so I’ve always managed somehow or another 
to get by, even at times of great stress. So, as I said, I’ve got my downs as well as ups. There were days I 
would have felt like not getting out of the bed. I managed to keep going one way or another (Lesbian, 
Female, 54).
I can describe my life in two halves, my experience of struggle and depression before I came out 
and my life since coming out. Having only come out at the age of 42, the past 4 years have been 
incredibly liberating for me as a person. The turmoil of spending all my life believing I was evil took 
a very heavy toll on me psychologically. When I came out I lost a large number of friends which was 
very painful but, on the other side, it is the ﬁrst time in my life I believe I can be really honest and the 
years of inner darkness appear to have gone (Gay, Male, 46, Survey Participant).
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ???????????? ?????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
I was sick of being bullied. I decided, ‘I don’t care, people can think what they want’. When I seemed 
to be going that way I made more friends and became more social. From that point everything was 
good like (Gay, Male, 21).
I was just anti-gay myself and, even coming out, I found a struggle. But again it was just over time 
you let go of that. You get to a stage in your life and you say, ‘So what, you’re the person who has the 
problem with it. This is my life and I’m living my life for me’. If people have a problem with it, that’s 






I am proud to be a lesbian but it took me a long time to accept my sexuality and it would have been 
easier to accept if society was a little more understanding (Lesbian, Female, 26, Survey Participant).
Society deﬁnitely seems to be becoming more tolerant of ‘alternative’ relationships but there’s still 
some way to go (Bisexual, Male, 21, Survey Participant).
?????130 ?????????7  ??????????
Self-eﬃcacy and self-esteem
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ?????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
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??? ????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
It [LGBT youth group] sort of gave me the conﬁdence to just be myself in any setting, not just in 
the group, because sometimes when you are out you don’t feel comfortable enough to be yourself 
everywhere like, I seemed to gain conﬁdence to not change who I am in whatever setting, like 
working, college, out, like in any club. It put me in a good frame of mind (Gay, Male, 21).
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??
I mean now that I deal with my mental health problem, I very rarely get depressed now, not in the 
same way that I did before. So now I suppose I don’t really have many emotional issues. I like to try 
and keep things as simpliﬁed as possible, so when I do have relationship problems with my girlfriend, 
like they just have to be dealt with immediately. I hate to let things fester, things have to be dealt 
with and then, I mean, if it’s a good outcome it’s good, if it’s bad it’s bad ... So that I suppose is my key 
to mental success or mental health is to just know that if something is bad so I won’t be always be 












I was never a heavy whiskey drinker or anything like that but I would have used alcohol to take the 
edge oﬀ for at least ﬁfteen years … And then you wake up one morning and you think, ‘No, you’ve got 
to stop all of this and cop on, you’re going to kill yourself’. And there’s a lot of living to do (Lesbian, 
Female, 47).




??????????????????? ??????? ????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
I think I was 28 and I said, ‘I better do something before I get too old because your life is just ﬂying 
by and, you know, you have to do something about it’. At that stage, you have two choices, you do 
something about it, or you commit suicide, it gets to that stage, so I went oﬀ to the UK and I got 











Nature and quietness. I ﬁnd it very healing (Gay, Male, 50).
Sometimes I paint. Like I’ve been painting a while, painting when ever I feel like, I suppose they are 
the ways that I kind of release stress (Bisexual, Female, 20).
If I’m really annoyed I love going to the gym and just spending hours in the gym on treadmills … and 









Talk to friends ??? ????
Listen to music ??? ????
Talk to partner ??? ????
Exercise ??? ????
Drink alcohol to get drunk ??? ????
Go clubbing/dancing ??? ????
Drink alcohol (not to get drunk) ??? ????
Smoke cigarettes ??? ????
Talk to a therapist/counsellor or other mental health professional ??? ????
Talk to family (other than partner) ??? ????
Go to the cinema ??? ????
Meditate/pray ??? ????
Take medication that is prescribed for you by a doctor/psychiatrist (eg. anti-depressants) ??? ????
Yoga (or similar relaxation technique) ??? ????
Alternative/complementary medicine (e.g. acupuncture) ??? ????
Attend GP/family doctor ??? ????
Attend LGBT support group ??? ????
Take prescription drugs (without a doctor or medical worker telling you to do so) ??? ????
Attend other support group ??? ????
Take illegal drugs ??? ????





I started drawing so that’s how I got my stress out. When I got angry I’d just draw and draw and draw 
and then I go for walks. But that’s only the healthy side of things. It was worse with the cutting and 
I’d hit myself and punch myself and punch walls and very self- destructive kind of things. Some days 
recently enough I’ve really wanted to cut but that was only recently where I kind of got that really 








I’m lucky at the moment that I suppose my outlook and everything like that is a lot more positive 
than it was in the past. And I think the more positive you can try to be, the more positive you kind of 
get back in the way people deal with you or the stuﬀ that happens to you, or the way you perceive 
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CHAPTER 9  RECOMMENDATIONS
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APPENDIX I: GLOSSARY OF TERMS










Female-to-Male Transgender: ???????????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
Gay:??? ??? ???????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????
??????????? ??? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ???????????? ???? ???????
????????????????????????????? ????? ???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ?????
Gender identity: ????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ??????????????
Gender Identity Disorder: ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ????????? ??????????????????????????????????????

















Lesbian:??? ????? ???????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
??? ????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ????? ???????????? ?????????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????
LGB:?????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????? ??







Male-to-Female Transgender:????????????????????? ??? ????????????? ??????????????????????????
??????????????????
Minority Stress:? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????







Sexual Minority:????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????


















PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING THE CONSENT FORM.
???????????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ???????????????????? ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ??????????????????????????? ????????? ???????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????????? ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
The study will explore aspects of your life such as school, work, and experiences such as coming out. 
We will also ask questions about the way you feel about yourself, including whether you’ve ever felt 
depressed or ‘low’, as well as questions about suicide and self-harm and your experience of services for 
LGBT people. 
????????? ???????????????? ???
As part of the research project, we would like you to ﬁll in an on-line survey that takes about twenty 
minutes to complete. 
???????????????????????????????? ??????????????
One risk of taking part is that you might feel uncomfortable telling us things about your life or your 
experiences as an LGBT person. If there is a question you don’t want to answer, you will not have to. 
Completing the survey is voluntary (your choice) and you can withdraw, or stop ﬁlling it in at any time by 
closing your web browser. The beneﬁt of the study is that it will help inform the development of services 
provided for people which could make things better for LGBT people in Ireland.
??????? ?????????????????????????
You will not receive any money or gifts for being part of this study. 
????? ???????????? ???????? ????? ??????????????????
Taking part in the study is voluntary which means that you do not have to be part of the study if you 
do not want to. You are free to refuse to answer any questions and stop taking part in the study at 
any time, without giving any reason. Please take time to think about whether you want to take part in 
this research or not. If you have any questions, you can contact a member of the research team at the 
number or e mail addresses provided below. If you do want to take part, we’ll ask you to sign the consent 
form and print a copy of this information so you can refer to it again. 
????? ?????????????????????????????????????
The information will be written up into a report that will be given to the commissioners of the study who 























?????????????????????????? ?????????? ?? ????? ??? ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




A NOTE ON SOME OF THE TERMS WE USE IN THIS SURVEY
We use the term ‘LGBT’ when referring collectively to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender people. 
We realise that there are diﬀerent terms besides Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual used to describe people 
whose sexual orientation isn’t heterosexual. Similarly, we realise that there are diﬀerent terms that are 
used when referring to a person’s gender identity (one’s sense of being male or female) and/or gender 
expression. However, we use Transgender here as an umbrella term to refer to people whose gender 
identity and/or gender expression diﬀer(s) from the sex assigned to them at birth.
??? ????????????????
??? ????????????????????????????
  Republic of Ireland
  Northern Ireland









  Rural Area
  Urban Area
??? ????????????????????????????
  A city (e.g., Galway; Limerick, Cork)
  A suburb of a city
  A town with a population of 5000 people or more
  A town with a population of less than 5000 people
  A village
  Don’t Know
  Something else (please tell us)
???? ??????????????
??? ??????????????? ???? ????????????? ??
   With parent(s)/guardian(s)
   With partner (with children)
   With partner (without children)
   Alone (with children)
   Alone (without children)
   With friend(s) or house share
   With others in a nursing home
  ‘Out of home’/homeless
   Something else (please tell us)
?????167?????????????  ?????????????????????????
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
  Yes, biological parent
  Yes, non-biological parent
  Yes, adoptive parent
  Yes, foster parent






  Enrolled in school
  Enrolled in college/university
  Enrolled in further education-not college/university (e.g., Post-Leaving Certiﬁcate Course)
  Employed full-time
  Employed part-time
  Unemployed
  Looking after home/family
  Retired from work
  Unable to work due to sickness or disability
  Something else (please tell us)
??? ???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  No formal education
  Primary education
  Lower secondary (junior/intermediate/group certiﬁcate or equivalent)
  Upper secondary (Leaving Certiﬁcate; NCVA level 1 cert. or equivalent)
  Technical or vocational education (for example Apprenticeship)
  Both upper secondary and technical/vocational qualiﬁcation
  Third Level Certiﬁcate/diploma
  Third level primary degree
  Professional qualiﬁcation (Degree status at least)
  Both degree and professional qualiﬁcation
  Postgraduate certiﬁcate or diploma
  Postgraduate degree (Masters)
  Doctorate (PhD)














 Both males and females
 I am not sexually attracted to anyone
??? ??? ???????????????????????????????????????????
  Gay or Lesbian (attracted to the same sex)
  Bisexual (attracted to both men and women)
  Questioning/Not sure
  Heterosexual (sexually attracted to the opposite sex)
  Something else (please tell us)







  Very comfortable
  Comfortable
  Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
  Uncomfortable









   Male-to-female
  Female-to-male
  Something else (please tell us)
??? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  Very comfortable
  Comfortable
  Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
  Uncomfortable
  Very uncomfortable
  Not applicable








?????170  ???????????  ?????????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????? None   Some   All   Does not apply    
????????? None  Some  All  Does not apply   
????????????????????????????? None  Some  All  Does not apply   
???????????????????????????????????? None  Some  All  Does not apply   
??????????????? None  Some  All  Does not apply   
????????????????? None  Some  All  Does not apply   











  Republic of Ireland
  Northern Ireland



































































































  A written policy to protect LGBT students from homophobic bullying/other forms of discrimination
  Other LGBT student(s) who you could look up to or who could act as a role model
  Teacher(s) or other school staﬀ member(s) supportive of LGBT students
  Parent’s Council supportive of LGBT students/issues
  Teacher(s) or other school staﬀ member(s) open about being LGBT
  A club or support group for LGBT students
  Positive imagery (such as posters, books etc.) representing LGBT people/issues
  Positive discussion of LGBT issues in class
  Negative discussion of LGBT issues in class
  Open discussion about LGBT issues in anti-bullying seminars
  Homophobic bullying by students
  Failure or refusal to address LGBT issues/concerns in class
  Homophobic comments by teachers/other staﬀ
  Access to information about LGBT support/youth groups
  Relationship and sex education including LGBT-speciﬁc information
  Workshops for students addressing LGBT issues
  Workshops for teachers about how to address and understand LGBT issues
?????172?????????????  ?????????????????????????























































??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ???????????????????? ????? ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ???????????????????? ????? ?????????? ???????????
????????????
A written policy to protect LGBT students from homophobic bullying  
and/or other forms of discrimination 
Other LGBT student(s) who you could look up to or who could act as a role model 
Teacher(s) or other school staﬀ member(s) supportive of LGBT students 
Parent’s Council supportive of LGBT students/issues 
Teacher(s) or other school staﬀ member(s) open about being LGBT 
A club or support group for LGBT students 
Positive imagery (such as posters, books etc.) representing LGBT people/issues 
Positive discussion of LGBT issues in class 
Open discussion about LGBT issues in anti-bullying seminars 
Access to information about LGBT support/youth groups 
Relationship and sexuality education including LGBT-speciﬁc information 
Workshops for students addressing LGBT issues 




????????????????????????? ???? Yes, students    Yes, staﬀ    No    
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ???? Yes, students    Yes, staﬀ   No   
?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????? Yes, students    Yes, staﬀ   No   






  Yes, left school early as a result









  Less than 1 year ago
  1-2 Years ago
  3-4 years ago
  5-10 years ago
  11-19 years ago
  Over 20 years ago
?????????????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
  A written policy to protect LGBT employees from homophobic bullying/harassment 
         or other forms of workplace discrimination
  Other LGBT employee(s) who you could look up to or who could act as a role model
  Manager(s) supportive of LGBT people
  Manager(s) or other employee(s) who are open about being LGBT
  A club or group, addressing LGBT issues
  Positive imagery (such as posters, books etc.) representing LGBT people/issues
  Open discussion about LGBT issues in the workplace
?????174?????????????  ?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ???????????????????? ????? ????????
?????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ????? ???????????????????? ????? ?????????
?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
?????????????????? ??????????????? ????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ? ???? ? ???????????????? ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ? ???? ? ???????????????? ?
???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ? ???? ? ???????????????? ?
??? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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I’m generally quite open 

















In my opinion, healthcare 
professionals need to have more 
knowledge and sensitivity to 
















I generally try to hide the fact 
that I am LGBT when dealing 
with healthcare professionals 
















In general, I feel respected for 

















In general, the health advice 
I’ve received from healthcare 

















I actively seek out LGBT-friendly 
healthcare professionals 
because of bad experiences I’ve 
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